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Chairman Tillis and Ranking Member Coons, Members of the Subcommittee, 
 

Thank you for having invited me to share my recollections, and any insights I may retain, 

on the origins of and rationale for the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.  My own experience is 

confined almost entirely to the policy and technological wellsprings of Section 1201.  For me 

this ranged from the 1981 Court of Appeals decision in the Betamax case, Universal Pictures v. 

Sony Corporation, through the DMCA’s enactment in 1998.   

The Home Analog VCR 

The October, 1981 decision of the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, that publicly 

selling a video cassette recorder was a secondary infringement of copyright, set off waves of 

policy and legislative activity that show no signs of calming, despite the reversal of this decision 

by the Supreme Court in 1984.1  The initial response of major content industries was to seek 

royalties on sales of all recording devices and blank media.  The initial response of consumer, 

retail, and manufacturer interests was to form the Home Recording Rights Coalition, or HRRC, 

which successfully opposed such measures. 

The Home Recording Rights Coalition 

The HRRC came together when leaders of the Consumer Federation of America 

contacted Sony, manufacturer of the Betamax VCR, and the Consumer Electronics Group of the 

Electronic Industries Association, which has evolved into The Consumer Technology 

Association, or CTA, which is how I’ll refer to it throughout.  Today I’m an outside counsel to 

 

1 Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984) (“Sony”).   
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CTA, but then I was counsel to the HRRC, my work supported by electronics manufacturers who 

were CTA members.  In addition to staving off proposals for broad levies on recorders and 

tapes,2 the HRRC worked with the retailers who had established the booming market for movie 

rental and sales of prerecorded video cassettes, to preserve the copyright “first sale” doctrine, 

which has legally sustained this market as it evolved from VCR tapes to DVD and Blu-ray 

rentals.  By the late 1980s, however, after digital Compact Discs and Digital Audio Tape 

recorders had been introduced and more litigation loomed, manufacturers felt obliged to consider 

and negotiate a “technical solution” that would protect the legitimate expectations of both 

content owners and device users.  From my own perspective, on behalf of HRRC, this was the 

first step toward the DMCA. 

The Audio Home Recording Act of 1992 

The digital Compact Disc, an optical recording medium, was introduced by Sony and 

Philips in 1982.  By 1988, 400 million CDs were being sold annually by the recording industry.  

But record companies had made no provision to encrypt the digital files, and expressed concern 

that unlike recordings that degrade in quality when copied by analog means, digital recordings 

made from CDs would remain perfect from generation to generation.  So their only recourse 

when Digital Audio Tape recorders were announced was more litigation, which nobody really 

wanted.  At a meeting in Athens, Greece, international recording and consumer electronics 

representatives agreed to work together on a compromise that would preserve consumers’ rights 

to make first generation copies directly from CDs, but constrain the ability to make copies of 

copies.  It was too late to encrypt CDs because tens of millions of players had already been sold.  

The best available solution seemed to be a legal mandate on recorders to look for passive 

encoding of metadata, balanced by a requirement that such encoding could not be applied so as  

to prevent users from making first-generation copies. 

After hearings and interim drafts of legislation in two Congresses, and concerns 

expressed by music publishers, telecommunications networks, and computer companies, 

Congress enacted the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992 (the AHRA).  This law provided for  

control of such “serial copying,” plus a royalty to a collecting society, but applied only to a 

narrowly defined set of digital devices and media.  In exchange, consumers and device 

manufacturers were granted immunity against copyright infringement suit for the sale or use of a 

 
2 I’ve attached an HRRC-sponsored Record Magazine ad from September 1985. 
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defined device, or for any noncommercial audio recording using any analog recorder.3  The 

scope of these technical and royalty obligations soon became subject to litigation in the Ninth 

Circuit.4  Indeed, only two weeks ago, automotive manufacturers and their electronics suppliers 

needed an opinion by the D.C. Circuit to survive a suit brought against features of car navigation 

accessories, for a music recording function envisioned by nobody in 1992.5  The defendants have 

prevailed in each case. 

Negotiations Toward A Video Home Recording Act 

With digital video recording devices about to be introduced, from 1993 to early 1996 

representatives of consumer electronics manufacturers met with the Motion Picture Association 

of America (now Motion Picture Association) and its members to attempt to craft a Video Home 

Recording Act, also based on a passive data mandate and rules to allow first-generation copies 

by device owners.  Computer and software companies, however, wanted no part of this.  When 

shown a draft, they explained that their devices would be slowed down dramatically by having to 

search for and detect passive electronic triggers. 

Copy Protection Technical Working Group 

In 1996, representatives of Consumer Electronics, Motion Picture, and “Computer” 

industries agreed to form the Copy Protection Technical Working Group (“CPTWG”).  This was 

to be, and remains to this day, an open forum to air and discuss more sophisticated technological 

solutions to protect commercially-sold copies of motion pictures that would not impair consumer 

enjoyment of devices and content.  Public interest groups participated, the press was allowed in, 

and any market-based discussion was forbidden.  One encryption-based technology aired at 

CPTWG, after development by an independent consortium, became the basis for protecting DVD 

digital video discs when they were introduced in 1997. 

NII Green Paper and White Paper 

There was a parallel effort by counsel for these industries to develop a new approach to 

legislation, but discussions were overtaken by proposals from the Administration’s National 

 
3 See 17 U.S.C. § 1008.  
4 Recording Indus. Ass’n of Am. v. Diamond Multimedia Sys., Inc., 180 F.3d 1072 (9th Cir. 1999). 
5 Alliance of Recording Artists and Companies, Inc. v. Denso International America, Inc., No. 18-7141, 
Consolidated with No. 18-7172 (D.C. Cir. Jan. 28, 2020). I am a counsel of record for one of the defendant 
companies. See,  
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=361112419669671024&q=ALLIANCE+OF+ARTISTS+AND+REC
ORDING+COMPANIES,+INC.,+v.+Denso&hl=en&as_sdt=20006&as_vis=1. 
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Information Infrastructure Working Group – the July, 1994 “Green Paper,”6 and its final, 

September, 1995 “White Paper.”7  The White Paper proposed a broad and plenary  

anticircumvention precursor to Section 1201 that would have applied to “any process, treatment, 

mechanism, or system.”  HRRC and other opponents argued successfully against any legislation 

based on these proposals.  Representatives of electronics, library, public interest, and university 

groups also opposed such concepts in the December 1996 World Intellectual Property 

Organization Diplomatic Conference on Copyright and Neighboring Rights.8  (For an overview 

of reactions to and interactions of these proposals and outcomes, I recommend Chapter 9 of 

Professor Jessica Litman’s book, Digital Copyright.9) 

The WIPO Treaties 

In the late 1980s, WIPO began considering the terms of a Model Law for copyright and 

for sound recordings (which many countries do not treat as copyrighted works).  Early drafts 

proposed to assess a copyright royalty levy on all private reproduction activity, from 

photocopying machines to videotapes, and to require regulations to impose technological 

restrictions on the use of any equipment that “might normally be used” for private home video 

and audio recording.  The HRRC urged U.S. officials to oppose these provisions as directly at 

odds with the Supreme Court Betamax decision and longstanding legislative history that home 

audio recording could be fair use.10  In the midst of the domestic debate over the AHRA, the 

WIPO draft Model Law proposed to prevent “the sale or rental of any device or means 

specifically designed or adapted to circumvent any device or means intended to prevent or 

restrict reproduction of a sound recording… .”11   

 
6 Information Infrastructure Task Force, Working Group on Intellectual Property Rights, Intellectual Property and 
the National Information Infrastructure: A Preliminary Draft of the Report of the Working Group on Intellectual 
Property Rights (July 1994),   
https://books.google.com/books?id=R7Wgm_lI2f0C&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ViewAPI#v=onepage&q&f
=false. 
7  THE REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, INFORMATION 
INFRASATRUCTURE TASK FORCE, BRUCE A. LEHMAN Assistant Secretary of Commerce and 
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, CHAIR (Sept. 1995), https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED387135.pdf.  
8 See World Intellectual Property Organization, Records of the Diplomatic Conference on Certain Copyright and 
Neighboring Rights Questions Geneva 1996, https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_348_vol_ii.pdf.  
9 Litman, Jessica D., Digital Copyright, Published by: Ann Arbor, MI: Michigan Publishing, University of Michigan 
Library, 2017, DOI: https://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/maize/mpub9798641. 
10 See Sony, 464 U.S. at 472-473, citing 117 Cong. Rec. 34748-34749 (1971) (colloquy of Reps. Kazen and 
Kastenmeier) (“the bill protects copyrighted material that is duplicated for commercial purposes only”). 
11 Article 24 of the Draft WIPO Model Law on the Protection of Producers of Sound Recordings, MLSR/CE/I/2 at 
51 (March 30, 1992). 
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This multi-year process culminated with the 1996 WIPO treaties adopting international 

legal norms to protect copyrighted works distributed in digital formats.  A key treaty provision, 

in both Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty12 and Article 18 of the WIPO Performances 

and Phonograms Treaty,13 required each participating country to provide “adequate legal 

protection and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective technological 

measures” such as encryption, when applied to protect copyrighted works against acts that were 

not authorized by the copyright owner or permitted by law.  Accordingly, countries could 

comply with these obligations by imposing liability for circumvention in furtherance of 

infringement, while exempting circumvention for non-infringing uses. 

The WIPO Treaties Implementing Legislation 

At the outset of the 105th Congress, the Administration proposed legislation to implement 

the WIPO outcomes, but with a far broader imposition of anticircumvention requirements than 

anything necessary to comply with the WIPO treaties.  Indeed, the HRRC and its library and 

university allies in the newly formed Digital Future Coalition (DFC) argued that existing U.S. 

law was sufficient, so no implementing legislation was necessary at all. 

Our DMCA Frame of Reference and Concerns   

As we entered this new legislative debate, based on our 20 years of litigation, eight years 

of negotiation with content owners, and a year of intensive discussions with computer industry 

representatives, our assumptions and perspectives were: 

1. We understood the objective of the content industries, and any legislation, to be to 

protect expressive artistic works from digital copying and Internet distribution. 

2. We could no longer ignore computer technologies, and user generation of content, as 

means of copying and distributing music and literary and audiovisual works. 

3. Passive means of “protection,” such as metadata status marking, could not be 

acceptable because computers would have to be excluded from any mandate, 

dooming any attempt to negotiate and recommend one. 

4. Thus any definition of an “effective technological measure” against copying must be 

encryption-based, and should be carefully limited so as to protect only expressive 

literary and other artistic content from copying for the purpose of infringement. 

 
12 WIPO Copyright Treaty, https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/text/295157. 
13 WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/text/295477. 
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5. Any such measure should not intrude on fair use, as protected by Section 107 of the 

Copyright Act, and, in the context of user rights and expectations, by the Supreme 

Court in its 1984 reversal of the Betamax case. 

The HRRC vociferously opposed the Administration’s “WIPO Implementation” bill 

because it ignored all of these concerns.  Our reaction was expressed in the “Bill Named Sue” 

testimony of HRRC Chairman Gary Shapiro in the Sept. 17, 1997 House Subcommittee hearing 

on H.R. 2281, a transcript of which I have attached to my statement.14 

Outcomes   

Upon final passage of the DMCA as it emerged from Conference, we had succeeded in 

maintaining the notion that technical measures must be “effective,” but failed at including any  

definition in Section 1201(b), such as the one proposed by Senator Ashcroft in S. 1146 or the 

similar one urged by Reps. Boucher and Campbell in H.R. 3048.   

Section 1201(c)(3).  Our main accomplishment was the addition, by this Committee, of 

Section 1201(c)(3) (in S. 2037, §1201(d)(3)), to avoid any mandate to design devices and 

components to search for and respond to passive content encoding: 

“Nothing in this section shall require that the design of, or design and selection of 

parts and components for, a consumer electronics, telecommunications, or 

computing product provide for a response to any particular technological 

measure.”15 

Section 1201(k).  HRRC and CTA also, working with the MPA, were able to add a 

vestige of our Video Home Recording Act draft, Section 1201(k), which imposed a narrowly 

defined mandate in favor of “Macrovision” technology as applied to VHS format VCRs.  This 

provision did embrace the AHRA and VHRA concept, still widely applied in the Cable TV 

world, of allowing first-generation recordings but not copies of copies.  (It was also, like most 

design mandates, a solution to yesterday’s problems that soon became obsolete.)  

 
14 On that day Mr. Shapiro was preceded by the legendary singer Johnny Cash, who praised the bill as protecting the 
work of artists.  Mr. Shapiro warned that such a broad and vague bill would encourage rather than avoid copyright 
litigation, so he called it “A Bill Named Sue.”  Chairman Coble appreciated the song reference but later proceeded to 
markup, nevertheless.  
15 Along the way it picked up language threatening to make it circular: “… so long as such part or component, or the 
product in which such part or component is integrated, does not otherwise fall within the prohibitions of subsection 
(a)(2) or (b)(1).”) 
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Concerns 

HRRC and our allies in DFC were disappointed that Section 1201 failed to resolve our 

concerns about its scope and the lack of protection for fair use, and its broad “trafficking” 

concept not tied to infringement, but we did not attempt to prevent ultimate enactment of the 

law as it emerged from conference.  It did include the triennial Section 1201(a)(1) Copyright 

Office proceedings, and of course also included Section 512.   

The areas in which we failed can be read in the Register of Copyrights’ Triennial reports 

under Section 1201(a)(1) – the user exemptions sought every three years because the law, as 

enacted, remains too vague, covers too much, and applies to embedded software as well as 

expressive artistic works, thus making it difficult or impossible to download and re-install 

software embedded in a device that you own, such as a farm tractor.  Such problems were 

warned of in a March 10, 1998 DFC lobbying “handout,” and in the text of H.R. 3048 which, 

like Senator Ashcroft’s S. 1146, would have prevented intrusions on the rights and legitimate 

expectations of future owners of devices with embedded software, such as printers and tractors. 

The (then) Acting Register of Copyrights recognized in the 2018 Triennial Round that 

device users such as farmers are entitled, as “users,” to expert assistance when needing to 

circumvent protection measures to repair their own equipment during their short growing 

seasons.  But the Acting Register maintained that any assistance in obtaining software in order to 

perform such necessary and lawful circumvention would venture into “trafficking” and thus is 

beyond the Librarian’s jurisdiction.16   

Litigation 

Manufacturers hoped that this law would provide a respite from copyright litigation and 

the overhang of statutory damages that could bankrupt most any maker of devices.  Shortly after 

passage, lawsuits did ensue, but within the limitations of the DMCA’s terms, courts have often 

managed to limit scope to approximately what was intended.  Circumvention of the CSS 

encryption protecting DVDs violated Section 1201;17 circumvention of protections over garage 

 
16 See Section 1201 Rulemaking: Seventh Triennial Proceeding October 2018 Recommendation of the Acting 
Register of Copyrights at 224 – 226. 
17 Universal City Studios v. Corley, 273 F.3d 429 (2d Cir. 2001). 
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door openers,18 printer cartridges,19 and coffee pods20 did not.  Technologies that precluded 

unauthorized access to and copying of media streams were “effective technological measures;” 

but proprietary media formats alone were not.21  

*** 

While HRRC and allies viewed the Section 1201 outcome as, to borrow a phrase, not 

entirely to our advantage, we had a fair hearing – particularly in the Senate – and achieved some 

significant legislative history that has played a role in influencing courts to read this law with an 

eye to preserving both innovation and the reasonable expectations of device users. 

 
18 Chamberlain Grp. v. Skylink Tech., 381 F.3d 1178 (Fed. Cir. 2004).  Chamberlain holds the minority view that 
circumvention for non-infringing purposes does not violate Section 1201(a).  See MDY Indus. v. Blizzard Entm’t, 
629 F.3d 928 (9th Cir. 2010); Universal City Studios v. Corley, 273 F.3d at 443-444. 
19 Lexmark Int’l v. Static Control Components, 387 F.3d 522 (6th Cir. 2004). 
20 In re Keurig Green Mountain, 383 F. Supp. 3d 187 (S.D.N.Y. 2019) (an antitrust case, no mention of anti- 
circumvention defense). 
21 RealNetworks, Inc. v. Streambox, Inc., 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1889 (W.D. Wash. Jan. 18, 2000) (I have issues 
with some of the no mandate dictum). 
 


















































